
 

Tally Ho Circle Back Gaff Pack Blue (6 Cards) by The
Hanrahan Gaff Company

Blue Circle Back Tally Ho

Gaffed cards have long helped magicians easily achieve incredible effects that
are typically only possible after years of practicing difficult sleight of hand
techniques. With impeccable craftsmanship and attention to detail, Jeremy
Hanrahan has handcrafted 3 gaffed cards in this pack, using over a decade of
experience.

The Gaff Pack includes gaffed cards that are practical, easy to use, and can hide
seamlessly in your regular deck. Perform classic effects without using difficult
sleight of hand, or for advanced performers, make the impossible a reality by
incorporating these gaffed cards into your sleight of hand routines. The Gaff Pack
will elevate your performances and, with its endless possibilities, allow your
creativity to flourish.

Please note that this does NOT include explanations of effects. But we are sure
you will be creating amazing effects in no time.

Shimmed Card

Professional shimmed card HANDMADE. Use this with your PK effects. Combine
this with PK coins for a killer Matrix effect. Use as a replacement card for Lethal
Tender. If you really want speed and distance for card throwing, try this card, and
wow your audience. It can be given to a spectator and they will never suspect
anything suspicious inside. Its uses are limited only by your imagination.

Rising Card

A spectator selects and remembers one card. After the card is returned, the
magician makes a magical gesture towards the deck. Mysteriously, the selected
card rises by itself from the deck! You can even make the spectator's card rise
without touching the cards at all.

 This pack also comes with a Hofzinser card, double backer, red/ blue back and a
fan/ circle back. All gimmicks are handmade by Jeremy Hanrahan.
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Note: An extra card included.
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